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“ONE VOICE” is a division of Agape Life Ministries, a prophetic itinerant
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(See Prophetic Word “One Voice” on page 2)
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Spirit is saying globally, adding our voices in unison to His in “ONE
VOICE” to see His Name be glorified, His Kingdom come, His will be
done on earth as it is in heaven.
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VISION
Elsabe Briers
(August 2012)

I saw the Prophetic Word
being "woven" throughout
the land along rivers and
mountain ranges - winding
through into every corner the airways being filled with
God's Word, erasing the
words of the enemy.
Prophetic unity will come
and this "voice/trumpet" will
blow from the Cape right
through to Cairo, then on to
Jerusalem; Cape Town
being the Keyhole and the
Word the key to unlock the
treasuries of God's
promises for the continent
of Africa and then beyond.
____________

“I am stirring up and raising up a PROPHETIC FORCE in
this land.”
“The Prophetic voices will melt into MY VOICE to
reverberate over this land and let the sound of heaven ring
into every corner. The people will hear My VOICE and it
will blot out the voice of the enemy – the voice of the
current news, the voice of anger and violence, the voice of
murder and rape and bloodshed. My Word will reform the
land. My Voice will bring fresh streams of living water, giving
hope and life. My voice will reshape the hearts of kings in every sphere and the
forces of violence will subside and bow under my sovereign rule and reign, says
the King of kings. I am the Lord and there is no other. I have made this land for
My glory and now is the time for South Africa to arise from the ashes, from the
hand of oppression – to rise up under My hand, under My love, under My care,
says the Lord. But I need the Prophets to arise and be My voice in the land – in
one - in The One, IN
ME! As they yield to A TRUMPET IS BLOWING!
Me and to the fresh
wind of My Spirit, they “There is a trumpet blowing and it is a rallying cry for
will be the instrument those that are ready and those that are attuned to
in My hand, united as what the Spirit of God is saying and doing. Not
DIVINE LINKING
TOGETHER OF THE
DIFFERENT
STREAMS OF THE
PROPHETIC with
the PROPHETIC
INTERCESSORS IS
COMING FORTH!
a strong Prophetic
force to release My
Word and My will
WILL manifest in this
land.”
Received on
th
December 6 , 2012 –
Elsabe Briers

everybody is meant to hear this trumpet blowing as it
is calling out and rallying a certain group of people that
have been prepared for this time and this season to
get things ready so that others can come along and do
their part. A stronger emphasis on prayer shall come
forth as a preparation of things, getting the scene
ready for what God is going to do and for the people
called to come forth in their time and season which is
approaching. Many are the hearts of those that are
being prepared right now for the season that is about
to come upon us for such an hour as now. The divine
linking has been set in motion and the awakening is
coming upon us to awaken a sleeping church, a
sleeping bride to come forth and find her place in the
body of Christ for the work that is about to be released
unto and into the earth.”
Anthony D’Angelo
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The Prophetic eye “sees” God’s Word in visions, dreams,
paintings, drama, nature and other “visuals” as the Holy Spirit
quickens it to the spirit of man.
“Write the vision, and
make it plain upon
tables, that he may run
that readeth it”.
Hab. 2:2
Kathleen De La Hunt is married to Neill
and they have two daughters and four, almost
five grand children. At present Neill De La Hunt
is the senior pastor of The Oasis Church and
Oasis Christian Academy and Kathy has been
recognized in her prophetic capacity for the
last 15 years and heads up a prophetic team,
running regular prophetic training times since
2007. Her greatest desire is to see a
networking of prophets and prophetic voices
coming together, with one heart, one voice,
one Spirit, one Lord, one God out of every
congregation, denomination, culture and
gender to form a powerful prophetic
platform that can prophesy, petition and
declare in to the heavenlies, so ushering in
the will and plans of the Kingdom of Heaven,
firstly in South Africa and then the nations.
____________________

VISION for CAPE
TOWN
November 2012
Whilst praying for
Cape Town and the
Prophetic conference,
I was taken up over Cape Town and I
saw Table Mountain with blood flowing
off it – felt it was the blood of sacrifices
that had been made over many
generations. I then saw the Houses of
Parliament and above them was a black
/grey cloud shaking. It was full of
violence, spears, weapons and words
being spoken that release violence and
chaos all over our country. (It was as if the
cloud was full of physical weapons and
words all moving – something like a
balloon full of water – and evil was being
released- power given to the enemy to
steal, kill and destroy).
Then I saw the churches in Cape
Town, many many Churches - all with
fortresses built around them.
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The walls where high and they were
built as a protection against each other –
Churches so that were hurting so much,
that they see each other as the enemy.
They were all very busy, involved in
their call – doing their ‘little’ thing. But
they were not being very effective in the
bigger scheme of thing. They were also
not prepared to go beyond their walls, to
link arms and to join vision so
accomplishing a much bigger thing –
building the Kingdom of Heaven
together.
I ask God what would change this
situation and I felt Him say
- Recognition of each other’s
part in building the wall
- Honouring the Fathers and
those who have given all for
the sake of the gospel
- Love – ushering Abba Father’s
love into every situation
I felt Him say the churches needed to
look and recognize what each one had
been called to do and to see what they
had already accomplished, not just in this
generation but in every generation that
has been.
He is the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob and it was vital to recognize the
generations of men and women of every
colour, who had gone before, to fulfill
the call of the Father.
Then there needed to be an
“Honouring the fathers” for what they
had established and for the flavour each
of them had brought into the City.
-Honouring of the intercessors that
have prayed for the City, over many
generations

-Honouring each other for being
His children that have been called
to work together in this time.
There was a need to reach out
with Abba Fathers Love – to see
each other as sons of God and
love each other deeply with a love
that can only come straight from
His heart.
As this started happening – I
saw the fortress walls beginning
to crumble and fall down and
colours mixed with aromas started
flowing out of each church. Each
church was reflecting it’s own
colour. There was red, yellow,
orange, green, blue, indigo and
purple. As the colours flowed
alongside each other they created
a magnificent rainbow. The
rainbow lifted up over Cape Town
and covered the city.
As it covered the Parliament
Buildings I say it wipe away the
dark cloud releasing the fullness
of light over the Buildings. It then
lifted up and covered Table
Mountain and as it did this I saw
the blood and blood stains being
washed away. Then as I watched,
it lifted up into the air from Cape
Town and bow over the whole of
Africa and then arced down to
land in Egypt.
As the rainbow of God touched
down in Egypt, I sensed the power
of the blood of Jesus pour down
and covered the whole of Africa
washing it, the continent. This
resulted in God’s Glory cloud
rising up off Africa.
As I watched this happen, God
continue on page 6
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continue on page 7

PROPHETIC
DECLARATIONS
“You shall declare a thing and it shall
be established” – Job 22:28
When we hear the Word of the Lord, we need
to co-operate with the Holy Spirit in agreement, then speak
it forth in PROPHETIC DECLARATIONS as ONE VOICE – IN HIM!
As we call forth these things which are not yet, just as
though it were (Rom.4:17) God will perform His Word and
the seemingly “impossible” will be manifested and
established for God’s glory!

WE WILL DECLARE THE WORD OF THE LORD INTO THE AIRWAYS

Since
being
saved
in 1988
Anthony spent 10 years doing street
evangelism, miracle services, local,
regional and international radio since
1992 off and on, some television and
church ministry in America. Anthony has
been on 24 missionary trips to different
nations of the world and his international
emphasis has been miracle crusades,
signs and wonders seminars, pastorleader conferences, miracle services,
prophetic ministry and providing Bible
School materials, clothing and such to
those in ministry. His desire is to see the
lost saved and to empower them to do
the works of Jesus.

“The Lord says He is going to
do a new thing in South Africa.
The enemy thinks he has
things under his control, but I
have yet to release My plans
except to those that I can trust
and to those that will faithfully
pray in the plan of God.
There are many facets to
this plan and it will come in
waves – waves of My glory,
which shall be a realm in
which I operate out of and
from. The wave of glory shall
come and in that place and in
that time shall the earth be
impacted by the glory of God.

AND HIS WORD SHALL NOT RETURN TO HIM VOID BUT WILL PERFORM WHAT IT WAS SENT FOR! (IS. 55:11)

“GLORY WAVES ARE
COMING”
Anthony D’Angelo
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Kathleen De La Hunt – continued from
page 4

reminded me of the Ark of the
covenant and the two cherubim.
The arc formed between their
wings protected the glory of God
that lifted off the Ark. I felt in the
same way the act of obedience of
the Churches in Cape Town would
ignite a supernatural power release
of glory and holiness that would
ultimately affect the whole of
Africa.
I felt that the deepest darkest
Africa was going to experience a
super natural release of God’s
power and glory resulting in it
becoming the continent of light to
the rest of the world. Africa would
be sending people to the north,
south, east and west that will be
bringing in a mighty harvest- the
harvest of the multitudes in the
valley of decision making.
This is the hour for Cape Town
to hear the voice of the Lord and to
rise up and be united with one
heart, one mind, one voice, one
Spirit, one King, one God for the
sake of the Kingdom of Heaven.
Received by Kathleen De La Hunt,
The Oasis Church, Howick, KwaZulu Natal, S.A.
“The glory which
Thou gavest me I have
given them; “that
they may be one,
even as We are one.”
John 17:22

BE READY TO
CATCH THE
WIND OF THE
SPIRIT
By
Wilna van der
Merwe

Isaiah 33:23 “Your rigging hangs loose. The mast is
not held secure, the sail is not spread. Then an
abundance of spoils will be divided and even the
lame will carry off plunder.”
The function of rigging on a ship is to hold up the
mast, moving the sails to catch the wind, coordinating
every part necessary to catch the full impact of the
wind, to move forward to the right destination.
The background to this verse: The Assyrian army was
strong and aggressive. BUT they under-estimated the
Lord God of Israel. They are likened to a ship whose
rigging hangs loose. Almighty, God Jehovah was
working out His Word and Promise over Jerusalem and
in His might they triumphed over the Assyrian army.
Like a well-prepared ship, our lives must be ready to
receive and accommodate the purpose and move of
God.
To be fully connected to God and His purpose is
vital for this season. Some in the body of Christ have a
sense of being stuck. There is much activity around
them. Others seem blessed. Intimacy with Jesus has
been compromised. There is
a sense of lost
opportunities, missed deadlines, delays, detours,
frustrations, discouragement, not seeing increase,
difficulty in hearing God. God is showing me that there
has been a shift from living out of total grace to a place
of thinking we are not enough. There are modern day
Pharisees - leaders whipping their people to do more
and to be more. Professional Christians are emerging,
lean in spirit, no sparkle in their eyes - tired, worn out
with not experiencing much of the Shalom of God.
Arise and awake church to the marvelous Grace and
mercy of Jesus. We are fully accepted in Jesus. His
blood cries out our freedom from the mercy seat. We
are highly favoured and perfectly loved.

continue on page 9
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“Glory Waves” continued from page 7

What a person asks shall
be granted in alignment
with my Word.
What shall be different is
that when the glory
comes there shall be a
quickening to pray and
prayer during the times of
glory
shall
carry
increased weight and this
prayer shall be answered
more
quickly.
There is a dimension of
prayer that shall spring
forth in the glory of God
that most have never
seen. It shall not be
burdensome or laborious,
but shall be spontaneous
and whatever I put upon
the heart of the pray-er
shall come to pass, even
speedily. It is a new
realm that is coming upon
the earth in everincreasing waves - waves
of my glory or glorywaves. You shall seek to
enter in and when you do
the presence of God is
available for everything.
This is the future of the
church, to live and walk
in the glory of God for in
that place nothing can
stop what I am doing.”
Anthony D’Angelo

This Prophetic painting by Jenny Rademeyer of Cape
Town beautifully portrays the tsunami wave of God’s glory
that is coming over South Africa.
In the wave is written, “In the beginning was the Word”.

This is an expression of His power and glory

and the coming overwhelming wave of His

presence. I believe we are moving (in Cape Town
and South Africa) into a time of, as yet unseen,
revival. The turquoise of the wave speaks of a
newness that we are moving into, of healings and
revelation that we have not yet fully experienced.

Jenny Rademeyer

“For the earth shall be filled with the
knowledge of the glory of the LORD, as
the waters cover the sea.”
Haggai 2:14
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VISION
OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA
A white translucent
outline of the
continent of the lower
half of Africa, like a
white continent,
glowing, appeared
before my eyes. It was
so beautiful to behold,
so I stared at it and it
began to move.
Suddenly, it was as if
the hand of God
took this
white GLORY region of
southern Africa and
lifted it up higher and
it turned into a
GLORIOUS
TRANSLUCENT
WHITE DOVE
hovering over the
entire region. I can
not express the
BEAUTY of this! The
dove was very BIG and
the translucent, white,
glowing Light never
dimmed. It was as
though this lower
continent had a special
covering or GLORY,
complete border to
border! Totally in His
hands!
TREMENDOUS
PURITY, POWER,
PEACE and GLORY
LOVE!
Received by
Jennifer Underwood
His Glory Sound Ministries
Arizona, USA

South Africa
shall be a
nation of Light!
Anthony D’Angelo

“South Africa shall be a nation of
light. I will pour out my Spirit
upon all flesh. I am preparing
South Africa to be a sending nation.
It will be divinely linked throughout
Africa. Racial conquest shall be a
thing of the past – racial iniquity. A
blending of the colours shall come
forth.
South Africa first sent
Evangelists, but now it will send
revelation – Teachers, Prophets and
order – the Apostolic. The Love of
God shall be primary, with
understanding.
South Africa is
being prepared to launch a new
wave of My Spirit. The time has
come for the fullness of things.
South Africa has been a forerunner
of things in the past and shall pick
up the mantle again. The torch is
being passed to it again. I will pour
out my Spirit upon all flesh”.
This prophecy can be declared point by
point as it was given.
“I will pour out My Spirit on all
flesh. Your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, your old
men shall dream dreams, your
young men shall see visions.”
Joel 2:28
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Continued from page 6 – “Be ready to catch the wind of the Spirit”

Stop fighting the lies of the enemy. Stir up the wonderment within you of being fully
connected to God. Realize the urgency of time. There are lives, like a ship bobbing on the
water, self absorbed, self pleasing, stuck in "the way it was"
Come to Jesus. Bow low through that doorway. As you pass through, unconfessed sin is
dealt with, forgiveness flows. Go back to that moment when you met Jesus for the first time.
Where it all started. That glorious encounter with Jesus. We see in Mathew 18. Jesus says
Follow Me. We must be ready to forsake what hinders our walk with God, ever moving forward
with Jesus.
Gal.3 1-3: You foolish Galatians, who has bewitched you? Are you so foolish, having begun
in the Spirit, are you now being made perfect by the flesh?
Desire the Word. Devour it, believe it, declare it. Turn your entire being to Jesus. Hunger is
birthed out of His presence. Oh God, steer our hearts like waterways. Throw off the baggage.
God is blowing afresh over you, your family, ministry, the work of your hands.
Prepare fully. Pull the ropes tightly in your family. Take up your God given authority in your
family. Put things right Receive a vision
for your family. In the church walk in
honour and love. Leaders, God is
dressing you in a new mantle to function
with honour and setting others free to
follow Jesus I see heavy mantles
discarded to receive what Jesus places
on you.
In conclusion. We go back to Isaiah
33:23 ...the abundance of spoil will be
divided and even the lame will carry off
plunder. There is a grace and anointing
to take back and redeem what was lost
and stolen. Arise with new hope. Even if
you feel weak and lame from the battles
of the past season, stand up.
Restoration for your family. Broken
relationships….reach out in the love of
Jesus. Declare His plans.
READY, STEADY, The breath of
God blows powerfully over us as God declares His word over you …..
Your ship is moving…..GO!
________________________________________
Wilna van der Merwe has been married to Adie for the past 36 years. They attend New Life
Vineyard, Pinelands where their son, Adrian is the Youth Pastor.
She has served in various ministries and has been involved in Leadership. Her passion has
been to teach others to equip them for ministry. She has an itinerant ministry and preaches at
various churches, conferences and retreats, exhorting others in the preached word and
prophetic gifting. Currently she is teaching women from different denominations and
presenting a course, “WORD AND SPIRIT”, where the emphasis is on worship, pressing into the
presence of God, stepping out in the gifts of the Holy Spirit, prophetic workshops and the
teaching of the Word, to equip women for the work of the ministry.
__________________________________________
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VISION AND WORD received by Pastor
Amaka Abe (Nigeria) –
April 2011
I spent my time praying one early morning while travelling
in Nigeria. Suddenly I was in the spirit and I heard the voice
of the Holy Spirit.
“Write down what you are about to hear.”
Suddenly I saw the globe and the continent of Africa was
in front of me. I saw myself walking from the South to the
North.
Everywhere
my feet fell,
I saw rings
similar
as
when
a
stone is thrown
into a pond. These rings went from South Africa all over the
continent of Africa,
the sea and to the
other parts of the
world. I asked the
Spirit what the
meaning of this
was and this is
what the Holy Spirit told me:
“The rings you see are the healing, saving and miracle
power that will start from the Southern tip of Africa. This will
be a mighty outpouring of my Spirit and many will come
running into my Kingdom. AFRICA WILL BE SAVED!! Many
people from all over the world will come to experience the
power of God. You will see things you have never seen
before. THIS IS NOT THE SO CALLED END TIME MOVE,
but this is a move where sons of God will raise up and take
their rightful place.”
As I moved to the North, these rings just increased in
magnitude and as I stepped into Israel, I turned around and
looked back to Africa. I stood amazed as I saw the cross
over Africa. The foot of the cross grounded in South Africa,
the left and right arms on the horn of Africa and on the
Western coast of Africa and the top of the cross on the North
edge. Suddenly the Spirit spoke to me again……“My time is
now, where I will make My Word come true, Africa will be
saved and this Gospel of the Kingdom of God will go from
South Africa to the rest of the world. From now on Africa will
evangelize the world, and this initiative I will start from South
Africa. The best time in the Spirit is on your doorstep South
Africa, now you will see My power and love in action. In the
darkest moment My light will shine and no darkness will
quench it. I’m raising sons who will stand on My Word and
will proclaim what I say. Do not let your heart be troubled,
don’t flee South Africa; God will bring the knowledge back to
South Africa. A white cloud (Gods Glory) is rising from the
South and the Glory of the Lord will cover the earth.”
Continue in next column

About 3 months later, one morning in a church
service, I was caught up in the Spirit again and
God showed me another vision. This was strange
because I have NEVER experience such visions
before.
This is the vision: I was sitting in an airplane
and had a window seat. We were flying very high,
as if we were in outer space. As I looked out of the
window, suddenly I saw a giant cross. Behind the
cross I saw the globe and again the continent of
Africa was facing me. Suddenly the cross fell down
and
as
I
watched it,
I saw it
was on its
way to the
earth. The
cross
went
straight to the Southern tip of Africa and it pegged
itself in the Southern tip of Africa. Again I saw the
rings as when
you throw a
stone into the
water. I heard
the
same
voice saying,
“That is My healing and miracle power that will flow
from South Africa to the rest of the world. It will
start there. I have a plan and no one will stop Me”.
Suddenly I saw the Southern tip of Africa
becoming blood red and it moved upwards into
Angola, DRC, Nigeria till it covered the whole of
Africa.
Again I heard the voice of the Spirit, “I will move
mightily and soon you will taste My might and see
what I have in store for My children. It is time for
the Spirit-filled to come together as one. Don’t look
to colour, for this move is not prejudice. Change
your minds and seek Me with all of your hearts. It
is time to leave your petty arguments and seek My
face”, says the Lord, “for I have a plan. I am about
to bless My people abundantly more than what
they can think. Supernaturally you will experience
My provision. Be faithful with what I give and I will
open for you a window of heaven”.
This word must reach each and every South
African. Send it to the South Africans overseas. Be
sure, God has chosen this nation to show the
world what and who He is. Send this to your friend,
pray together and help us as South Africans to call
Gods Word into action. Families, call on the Lord,
seek His face and He will heal your houses, your
businesses, your government and your churches
and you will live in peace and no harm will come to
you.
He knows the plans He has for us, plans of a great
future and of a good hope. In Jesus Name, AMEN.
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Elsabe Briers

As we worship the Lord in spirit and
in truth, ascending into the secret
place of our Father’s heart,
experiencing His manifest Presence,
He releases His Rhema Word, the
“NOW” Word into our spirit man or
“He shows us things to come”. In this
timeless realm of the glory of God,
we come in contact with the power of
acceleration. This is where we have
to co-operate with Him to pull that
Word or vision from the glory realm
into
the
natural
realm
by
DECLARING it over the situations
and people that He brings into our
consciousness.
We
will
be
astounded at the speed at which that
Word will manifest when it is coupled
with the “NOW FAITH”. Yes, we will
SEE the SUBSTANCE in the natural
before our eyes as we SEE it by faith
in the unseen by the creative
anointing on His Word, which we
HEARD in the glory realm and speak
forth.
As our faith is growing, and we get
saturated in His Presence (in
worship, prayer, the Word), the Lord
is challenging us to believe even for
instant change to be brought forth by
what we release in the glory
according to what we see Him doing
and hear Him saying. We are going
to see glorious miracles take place in
situations which we “enter into” (even
by transportation) in the glory realm,
becoming true co-workers with Holy
Spirit and then hearing about the
manifestations of His creative Wordpower afterwards. The question is,
“Can He trust us to give Him the
glory?”
Continue on page 12

When we “declare” our own good ideas
you might liken it to wishful thinking for
there is no power behind it, therefore it
will often be subject to change, because
it lacks true authority and originates
from self. It will be a multiplying of
words without knowledge, which brings
disappointment. Many people in the
body of Christ have been hurt by
“naming and claiming” out of the flesh
and consequently are wary of making
declarations.
Creative power for manifestation of
God’s will and promises is in the Word of
God.
The secret therefore lies in
hearing God’s voice and speaking His
Word only, thus bringing forth Prophetic
declarations with the surety of God’s
Almighty power backing it up, seeing
your future and even that of a nation in
the NOW-faith!
When God pours out His Spirit upon
us through a Prophetic Word, a vision or
a dream, He makes His will known to us
in no uncertain terms. This happens
when we seek His face in intimacy of
worship until His glory comes. When His
glory Presence washes over us, we will
hear His voice when we quietly wait on
Him UNTIL…! He does nothing without
making His secrets known to the
Prophets. That is why we need to heed
the Prophetic Word, because the Spirit
of Prophecy is the testimony of Jesus
and His Word does not lie. His Word has
creative power and by His Word He
framed the world. When we add our
faith in prayer and declaration of His
Word by agreement with His mighty
power to do those things which seem
impossible to us, we glorify Him and His
Word will not return to Him void, but be
manifested for His glory.
Continue on page 12 second column
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“Worship is the key” - continued from
page 11

“DEFINE”
According to Webster’s Dictionary: “
To state or describe exactly the
nature, scope and meaning of….”
We each have a unique purpose, call
and definite function in the body of
Christ, like being an ear or an eye, etc.
We cannot be everything at the same
time, but by the Holy Spirit we can
function in different ways at different
times for different purposes, always in
sync with the rest of the body.
Therefore we need to be very sensitive
to the unction of the Holy Spirit to be in
step and in tune with Him.
God wants us to let Him “DEFINE”
our calling, purpose, mantles and
assignments by coming into agreement
with His PROPHETIC WORDS over our
lives for His purposes in our cities,
regions and countries – now even
continents - calling forth those things
that are not (yet) just as though they
were.
We have to know our true identity in
Christ and with it His power to bring
about His plans and purposes for the
fulfillment of our destiny in Him and to
finish those Kingdom “works” which He
has prepared for us from before the
foundation of the world to walk in for His
glory. Therefore, when we are in one
accord with the Lord about His
“defining” of our call for this hour, we
are ready to take up our mantles and
mandates to fulfill His desires for His
Kingdom.
God wants a Bride that will seek His
face continually, walking in intimate
counsel with the Most High to simply do
what we see our Father is doing and
say what we hear Him saying, coworking with the Holy Spirit in His endtime purposes to usher in His glory over
all the earth, being “ONE VOICE”
Hallelujah!
__________________________

“True Prophetic Declaration” – continued from page 11
“So shall My word be that goeth forth out of My
mouth: it shall not return unto Me void, but it shall
accomplish that which I please and it shall prosper
in the thing whereto I sent it.” – Is. 55:11
“Through faith we understand that the worlds
were framed by the word of God, so that things
which are seen were not made of things which do
appear.” – Heb.11: 3
Some people have the notion that their prayers
are declarations, but prayer and intercession is
needed to position ourselves in worship to hear what
God says in order to declare His Word and on the
other hand to pray and praise Him prophetically for
the Word that He already has released through His
Prophets. That is why intercession is intertwined
with the prophetic utterance. Amen!
Another important factor about prophetic
declarations, is that it has to be consistent with no
mixture of doubt and unbelief. If God said it, SO
shall it be! He is not a man that He should lie and we
cannot be in agreement with His Word half-heartedly.
We can also not reiterate the negative declarations of
the prince of this world as received through the
media, but God’s Word has to take pre-eminence and
in the “ONE VOICE” it will obliterate the voices of
darkness.
When our minds get renewed with the supernatural
unlimited power of the living God, we can step out in
faith on His Word and we WILL see it come to pass
when we call it forth, seeing with the eyes of faith
into the “now” of the future, as though it already is!
(Rom.4:17).
As the Bride is awakening to come into “oneness”
with Her Beloved, His glory carriers will be an
unstoppable army of worshippers as a brother
mentioned, decreeing 20/20 vision according to II
Chron. 20:20 - "On the way Jehoshaphat stopped
and said, 'Listen to me, all you people of Judah
and Jerusalem! Believe in the Lord your God, and
you will be able to stand firm. Believe in His
prophets, and you will succeed.” Amen.
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THE KEY TO BRING BREAKTHROUGH is
UNITY in ONE VOICE.
Those who hear the trumpet call for the Bride of Christ to
arise in unity of like-mindedness, having the same love, being
of one accord, of one mind, will come
forth as
the ONE VOICE, reiterating the
SOUND OF HEAVEN over South
Africa that will spread over
the whole continent and
beyond to usher in the
glory of the Lord!
WE DECLARE THAT THIS
PROPHETIC FORCE WILL
RISE NOW AS ONE VOICE,
ONE SOUND THE SOUND OF
HEAVEN!

“Behold, How good
and how pleasant it
is for brethren to
dwell together in
unity!....”
Ps.133

SOUTH AFRICA WILL BE
TRANSFORMED BY THE GLORY OF GOD. HALLELUJAH!
DEAR READER, IF YOU HAVE BEEN STIRRED BY THESE GLORIOUS PROPHECIES AND VISIONS TO ADD YOUR VOICE IN
AGREEMENT TO “ONE VOICE” or TO RECEIVE THIS E-GAZINE IN FUTURE, or TAKE YOUR WATCH ON THE WALL,
PLEASE CONTACT ME. The Spirit of the Lord is ushering
in the glory of the Lord all over the world where people come in alignment with Him. Our focus is South Africa.
Let us stand together as one in “THE ONE” with ONE VOICE and ONE PURPOSE: TO SEE HIS NAME BE GLORIFIED,
HIS KINGDOM COME, HIS WILL BE DONE ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN!
WHEN YOU RECEIVE A PROPHECY, VISION, DREAM, etc. FOR SOUTH AFRICA, OR HAVE RECORD OF PAST
PROPHECIES, PLEASE SEND IT TO US FOR PUBLICATION. ALL PROPHETIC WORDS ARE TO BE JUDGED BY SENIOR
PROPHETS FOR SOUNDNESS. Remember, it is not how big your name is, but whether the Word is truly from the
Lord. It is time for that which is heard in secret to be proclaimed from the house tops! Hallelujah!
WE WOULD LOVE TO GET PROPHETS, SEERS, PROPHETIC PEOPLE, INTERCESSOR GROUPS and ARTISTS INVOLVED
THROUGHOUT SOUTH AFRICA to not only read the Prophetic revelations, but to take part in DECLARING it as
“ONE VOICE”, SO PLEASE PASS THIS ON – EVEN TO SOUTH AFRICANS LIVING IN OTHER COUNTRIES.

Blessings,
Elsabe Briers
www.agapelifeministriesInc.com

